
            :  Be knowledgeable - know your subject

and materials. 

             : Be interesting - use visual aids,

audience involvement and stories to support

and enhance your message.

            :  Be enthusiastic - build rapport with

appropriate voice and non verbals.

Organize Your Content1.
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2. Make it Interesting
Strengthen your message by engaging your audience
with...

Visual aids (drawings,

pictures, white board, etc.)

Brainstorming sessions

Self-disclosure stories

Group Discussions

Stories and examples

Case studies

Humor

Audience Participation

Demonstrations

To keep your audience at peak attention, insert 
every 6 minutes. SIZZLE
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TIP

Write the body before

writing your introduction.

TIP



Add variety to your voice; work to avoid a monotone
presentation.

Let your message flow to your arms and fingertips. Gesture as though
you were talking to someone in the hallway - naturally and expressively.TIP

Preparation is the key to feeling confident, delivering a clear message,
and engaging your audience with just enough sizzle and style.TIP

3. Leave a Lasting Impression

Survival Tips
Nervous? To ban your
butterflies,

Prepare & Practice

Practice relaxation 

techniques. 

Listen to music

Never say or think "I'm nervous"

Repeat/rephrase the

question/objection to confirm

understanding

Keep responses in line with
presentation objectives

Maintain composure

Don't be afraid to defer to

someone else or follow up

later

Prepare for A/V issues:

Always have a hard copy

To build audience rapport,

Make eye contact with each participant for 3-5 seconds
(1-2 sentences).

Plant yourself in one spot or make purposeful movements
(minimum 2 deliberate steps) in one direction.

Express yourself - let your face mirror your message.
Remember to

Use appropriate hand movements, body language, and
gestures to engage your audience (based on the size of
the room).

Follow these tips when
handling questions and sticky
situations:

Give yourself a pep talk - 

use positive visualization

(ex. meditation, deep breathing)

Exercise

Arrive early to get comfortable

with your surroundings

Concentrate on the audience

rather than yourself

Manage side conversations:

Ask them to share comments.

SMILE!


